
     
- Normal flora, Micro-organisms that are permanently 
resident but not produce disease. 

--  At birth, microbial populations begin to establish 
themselves. 

-(before a woman gives birth, lactobacilli multiply rapidly in her 
vagina)  

-- The newborn’s first contact with lactobacilli which 
become predominant organisms in his intestine. 

-- Breathing and feeding also introduce different kinds of 
other micro-organisms. 

-- These micro-organisms may increased or decreased 
according to the change in the environmental conditions. 
The total No. of the harmless orgs. Exceeds the total No of 
the body cells. 



Types of The Normal Flora 

• - Different regions of  the body fluid have different kinds 

of micro-organisms.( see the enclosed Table 1): 

• - Residence Flora: are permanently exists (colonize) 

without harm animal. 

• - Transient Flora: They stay for several days, weeks or 

months and then disappear.  

• -   
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The relationships Between The Normal 

Flora & Host   

• - Microbial Antagonism:  The normal flora can benefit 

the  host by preventing the overgrowth of harmful 

microorganisms.  When the balance the NF & 

pathogenic 

•  Microbes changed, disease will result. e.g. the NF of 

adult 

• Human vagina maintains a local pH at 3.5- 4.5. At 

this pH, 

• The Candida albicans can not grow. However, if the 

bacterial population is eliminated by antibiotics, or 

excessive deodorants, or antiseptics and the pH 

reverts to 

• neutral, C. albicans will become the dominant micro-

organism there creating a form of vaginatis ( vaginal 

infec.)     



Symbiosis 

• - Symbiosis is the relationship between the normal flora 

&  

•   the host.  It means living together and can be classified 

to: 

• A) commensalism : one of the organisms gets benefit 

and the other does not affected.  e.g. corynebacteria that 

inhibit 

• The surface of the eye and certain saprophytic 

mycobacteria that inhibit the ear and external genitals. 

• B) Mutualism: Both organisms gain benefits. E.g. the 

bacteria of the large intestine ( E.coli). 

• C) Parasitism: One organism benefited at the expense of 

the other as in case of many disease-causing bacteria. 



Opportunistic Organisms 

• Opportunists are potentially pathogenic 

organisms usually do not cause disease in 

their normal habitat in a healthy person. 

• Examples: S. auruas  of the skin may cause 

infection through broken skin or mucous. 

• E. coli will cause infection if gains access to 

other 

• body sites such as urinary bladder, lungs, spinal 

cord or wounds. 



Opportunistic Organisms( cont.) 

• Tooth decay & gum disease are caused by 

normal flora of the mouth where the 

accumulation of bacteria and their products 

make the plaques which initially involved in the 

formation of dental caries or tooth decay by 

converting sucrose to lactic acid which in turn 

attacks the tooth enamel. 

• - more than 300 species have been identified on 

and around the teeth & the most important 

cariogenic bacterium is Streptococcus mutans.   



  



DENTAL CARIES 
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